"Even richer and more
creative storytelling!"
- Jennifer Reed
Instructional Technology Specialist
Mason-Rice Elementary, MA

Not available on the Mac App Store.

NEW! Complex paths the easy way!
Rotating and resizing stickers, animations,
movies and text while moving along a path
is as simple as pinching and dragging,
making it easy for characters to hop, jump
and fly around the screen.

NEW! KID PIX 5
KID PIX 5 is the digital canvas that allows students to
learn as they imagine, explore and create. Research
shows, comprehension and retention are greatly
enhanced when children are fully engaged. Given the
ability to create using audio, video, images, animations
and a wide range of paint tools, allows students to
express what they have learned in a way that is truly
unique to them. KID PIX encourages originality,
inspires imaginations and motivates young learners.

NEW! Interactive
Tappable Objects
No longer bound to a
linear model, students
can create interactive
characters that tell their
story when tapped, sing
a song, play a musical
note, make an odd noise,
or just fly off the screen.

NEW! Collaborative Video Narration
Students can create video narrations for
their stories and add animated costume
frames that let them not only tell their
stories on screen, but appear in them too.

NEW! Presentation Creator
Slide shows and stop-action flipbook
movies can be assembled on the same
screen as the paint canvas with the new
Slide Tube, including setting transitions,
slide duration, music tracks and how to
advance to the next slide.

Layer Tools
Students will learn simple
layering concepts (move to
front, send to back, etc.) with
the new Layer Tools in the
Grab Tools area. Combined
with the 3D characters and 3D
backgrounds, they can now
begin to explore the
relationship of scale and
perspective.

Multi-Level Undo and Redo
Now the Undo Guy can fix just
about anything, with unlimited
levels of undo and redo.

LEARNING BENEFITS
 Develops creative thinking, organization
and presentation skills at every ability level

101 Movie Backgrounds!
A hundred video backgrounds provide a
touch of Hollywood movie-making magic to
student productions, whether they’re short
clips or feature length films.

 Encourages integration of technology into
the learning and teaching process
 Develops skills needed to meet National
Education Technology Standards
 Facilitates cross-curricular learning

CONTACT INFORMATION:

supporting teachers — educating kids
www.learningservicesus.com

call us: (800) 877-9378
email: kidpix@learningservicesus.com

NEW! Smart Navigation Stickers
A new bunch of "smart" stickers are
available to help create interactive kiosk
presentations. Stickers are pre-programmed
with navigation actions like forward, back,
stop, and replay, so that all kids need to do,
is drag and drop into their projects and they
just work!

NEW! Multiple Soundtracks!
Students can now assign a sound to
each object (their voice, a musical
instrument, or a sound effect), as
well as add both narration and
background music to their stories.

